Playing text-based games requires skill in processing natural language and in planning. Although a key goal for agents solving this task is to generalize across multiple games, most previous work has either focused on solving a single game or has tackled generalization with rule-based heuristics. In this work, we investigate how structured information in the form of a knowledge graph (KG) can facilitate effective planning and generalization. We introduce a novel transformer-based sequence-to-sequence model that constructs a "belief" KG from raw text observations of the environment, dynamically updating this belief graph at every game step as it receives new observations. To train this model to build useful graph representations, we introduce and analyze a set of graph-related pre-training tasks. We demonstrate empirically that KG-based representations from our model help agents to converge faster to better policies for multiple text-based games, and further, enable stronger zero-shot performance on unseen games. Experiments on unseen games show that our best agent outperforms text-based baselines by 21.6%.
Introduction
Language is at the core of many human interactions, especially when interactions involve the transfer of knowledge. Consider recording information in written text, extracting information from text by reading, communicating with other humans, and so on. We expect intelligent agents to have the ability to interact with the human world either in reality (e.g., customer service systems) or in simulated environments (e.g., video games). Therefore, it makes sense to teach agents to interact through language. * Text-based games are complex interactive simulations in which the game state is described with text and players interact using simple text commands (e.g., light torch with match). These games are a great proxy for studying how agents can exploit language to interact with the environment. Solving them requires a combination of reinforcement learning (RL) and natural language processing (NLP) techniques. However, due to inherent challenges like partial observability, long-term dependencies, reward sparsity, and combinatorial action spaces, these games are extremely difficult to solve. 1 As a testament to this challenge, Hausknecht et al. (2019b) show that a state-of-the-art model achieves a mere 2.56% of the total possible score on a curated set of text-based games (Atkinson et al., 2018) .
Most previous work has approached text-based games by developing learning agents that solve a single game, without testing for generalization (Narasimhan et al., 2015; He et al., 2015; Fulda et al., 2017; Zahavy et al., 2018) . Others have designed rule-based components that prune the action space or shape the rewards in ways that rely on a priori knowledge of the game dynamics Adolphs & Hofmann, 2019; Yin & May, 2019b) . A more recent line of work (Ammanabrolu & Riedl, 2018; Ammanabrolu & Hausknecht, 2020) takes advantage of the structured nature of text-based games by building knowledge graph (KG) representations of the game state. Those methods use heuristics to populate a KG that feeds into a deep network. However, to learn general representations and policies for playing games, we expect it is necessary to build agents that learn and scale more automatically, replacing heuristics with learning (Sutton, 2019) .
This work investigates methods for learning general policies for text-based games focusing on graph-structured state representations. We hypothesize that encoding text-based state descriptions as KGs will foster better training convergence and test performance across multiple games. To test this hypothesis, we propose the Graph Aided Transformer Agent (GATA) 2 . GATA is a deep neural model that, in lieu and selects a new action A t . In the figure, blue box with squares is the game engine, green box with diamonds is the graph updater, red box with slashes is the action selector.
of hand-crafted heuristics, learns to construct and update its belief state 3 in the form of a dynamic knowledge graph.
We benchmark the agents studied in this work on 500+ unique games generated by TextWorld (Côté et al., 2018) , distributed across four difficulty levels. To glean concrete insights on the effects of graph-structured representations on performance and generalization, we conduct incremental experiments. First, we relax the challenge of partial observability by providing to GATA the full ground-truth KG that describes the current game state. Next, we provide a partial view of the full KG that contains only the ground-truth information encountered by the agent up to its current time step. Finally, and most interestingly, we ask our agent to construct and update its own KG entirely from raw text observations. Experimental results show that GATA leverages KGs to learn more effectively on multiple games and to generalize better to unseen games, supporting our hypothesis.
The main contributions of this work are as follows:
1. We conduct thorough experimental analyses showing structured knowledge representations (KGs) to yield better training performance and zero-shot generalization in text-based games.
2. We propose a novel agent, GATA, that constructs and updates an internal graph-structured belief of the world from text observations and uses this to play textbased games.
3. We show that self-supervised graph representation 3 Text-based games are partially observable environments.
learning can boost performance when used to pre-train GATA's graph encoder.
Background

Text-based Games and KGs
Text-based games can be formally described as partially observable Markov decision processes (POMDP) (Côté et al., 2018) . They are environments in which the player receives text-only observations describing the current observable state and interacts by issuing short phrases as actions (e.g., in Figure 1 , go west moves the player to a new location). Usually, the end goal is not clear from the start. To figure it out, the player gets sparse reward for completing subgoals.
Text-based games broadly have two different settings: parser-based, where the player must generate text actions word by word, and choice-based, where the player chooses action A t from a list of action candidates C t at every game step t. Further, they have a variety of difficulty levels, which are determined mainly by the environment's complexity (i.e., how many locations in the game, and how many objects are interactable), the game length (i.e., optimally, how many actions are required to win), and the verbosity (i.e., how much text information is irrelevant to solving the game).
In a text-based game, at any time step t, the game state S t can be represented as a graph G full t = (V t , E t ). The vertices V t represent entities (including the player, objects, and locations) and their current conditions (e.g., closed, fried, sliced), while the edges E t represent relations between the entities (e.g., north of, in, is). Given the partially observable nature of the environment, we define G seen t (a subgraph of G full t ) that contains only the vertices and edges observable to the agent along its trajectory up to time t. The framework we use in this work, TextWorld, makes groundtruth graphs G At every step t, a text-based game provides a text observation O t that describes the information observable to an agent. We denote by G belief t a belief graph, which represents the agent's "belief" about the true game state according to what it has observed so far. At time step t, the agent updates the belief from G belief t−1 using O t . Training our agent to construct and update G belief t accurately is one of our ultimate goals. In the case where the agent's language understanding and belief update procedure are flawless, we expect G belief t = G seen t . Figure 1 illustrates an agent in a text-based game updating G belief t from O t and then issuing an action A t .
In this work, we define a transition as a 7-tuple
Problem Setting
In this work, we use TextWorld (Côté et al., 2018) to generate unique choice-based games of different difficulty levels that share the same overarching theme. An agent must gather and process ingredients, placed randomly across multiple locations, according to some recipe it discovers during the game. The agent earns a point for collecting each ingredient and for cutting and/or cooking it correctly. Upon completing the recipe, the game is won. However, wrongly processing any ingredient leads to game termination (e.g., slice carrot instead of dice carrot). To process ingredients, an agent also needs to access and utilize appropriate tools (e.g., a knife is required to slice, dice, or chop; a stove is used for frying, an oven for roasting). We generate training, validation, and test game sets, all of which have unique recipes and different map configurations. Adopting the standard supervised learning paradigm for evaluating generalization, we use the validation set for hyperparameter tuning and report performance on the test set.
Previously, Trischler et al. (2019) presented the First TextWorld Problems (FTWP) dataset, which consists of games that follow a cooking theme and with a wider range of difficulty levels. However, that dataset provides 10 games per difficulty level, which is insufficient for experiments centered on generalization.
Therefore, we generated a new set of games for this work. We use the FTWP games for collecting transition data to Figure 2 . GATA in detail. The coloring scheme is same as in Figure 1 . The graph updater first generates ∆g t using G t−1 and O t . Afterwards the action selector uses O t and the updated graph G t to select A t from the list of action candidates C t .
pre-train our model's graph updater (Section 4.3) and graph encoder (Section 4.2). Note that there is no overlap between the FTWP games and the games we use in Section 5.
Graph Aided Transformer Agent (GATA)
In this section, we introduce GATA, a novel transformerbased neural agent that can leverage both text and KGs as input modalities. As shown in Figure 2 , the agent consists of two main modules: a graph updater and an action selector. At game step t, the graph updater extracts relevant information from raw text O t and updates its belief graph G belief t accordingly. The action selector issues action A t conditioned on O t and the KG provided to it (either G ). Note that the graph updater is only active in the case that we use G belief t as the KG. Figure 1 illustrates the interaction between GATA and a game in this case.
Action Selector
As shown in Figure 2 , the action selector consists of four main components: the text encoder and graph encoder convert text inputs and graph inputs respectively into hidden representations; a representation aggregator fuses the two representations using an attention mechanism; and a scorer provides a ranking for all candidate actions as output. In some experimental settings, the text observation O t can be absent. In these cases, the representation aggregator is disabled and the output of the graph encoder is fed directly into the scorer.
Graph Encoder: Since graphs in text-based games are multi-relational (see Figure 1 ), we use relational graph convolutional networks (R-GCNs) (Schlichtkrull et al., 2018) to capture representations of the multi-relational KGs that model the game states. A standard R-GCN does not consider semantic information contained in the relation labels. In our task, however, relation labels may contain useful informa-tion (e.g., east of and west of are reciprocal relations). Therefore, we learn a vector representation for each relation conditioned on the text label's word embeddings. We use the concatenation of the resulting vector with the node embeddings as the input to each R-GCN layer (an ablation study for relation embeddings is provided in Appendix B.5). Additionally, our R-GCN uses basis regularization (Schlichtkrull et al., 2018) and highway connections (Srivastava et al., 2015) between layers for faster convergence. Details are provided in Appendix A.1.
Text Encoder: Transformer models (Vaswani et al., 2017) achieve strong performance on a host of NLP tasks Yu et al., 2018) . We adopt a transformer-based encoder to convert text inputs into contextual vector representations. Details are provided in Appendix A.2.
Representation Aggregator: We use a bi-directional attention-based aggregator (Yu et al., 2018; Seo et al., 2016) to combine text and graph representations. Attention from text to graph enables the agent to focus more on nodes that appear in text observations, which are generally more relevant at the given time step; attention from nodes to text enables the agent to focus more on text representations where the underlying tokens are in the KG, and therefore connected with the player in certain relations. Details are provided in Appendix A.3.
Scorer: The scorer consists of a self-attention layer and a multi-layer perceptron (MLP). First, the self-attention layer reinforces the dependency of every token-token pair and node-node pair in the aggregated representations. The resulting vectors are concatenated with the representations of action candidates C t (from the text encoder). The MLP then uses the concatenated vectors to generate a single scalar for every action candidate. These are used to select the best action. Details are provided in Appendix A.4.
Graph Updater
The graph updater constructs and updates a dynamic knowledge graph (i.e., G belief ) using text observations, so that GATA can leverage structured information even when ground-truth KGs are unavailable (the most realistic case). Rather than generating the entire belief graph at every game step t, we generate a set of update operations ∆g t that represent the change of the belief graph:
where ⨁ is a set operation function that applies ∆g t . In this work, we use discrete update operations that act on the explicit KG (as opposed to, say, real-valued vector updates to a KG encoding). In particular, we model each update operation in ∆g t as a sequence of tokens. We define the following two elementary operations so that any graph Given a new observation string O t and G belief t−1 , the agent generates k ≥ 0 such operations to merge the newly observed information into its belief graph. For the example shown in Figure 1 , the generated operations are listed in Table 1 .
We formulate the update generation task as a sequence-tosequence (Seq2Seq) problem and use a transformer-based model (Vaswani et al., 2017) to generate token sequences for the operations. The Seq2Seq model uses an encoder structure similar to that of the action selector described in Section 3.1 (see Figure 2 ). At the command generator layer, we use a standard transformer decoder to generate update operations (details are provided in Appendix A.5). We adopt the decoding strategy from (Meng et al., 2019) , where given an observation sequence O t and a belief graph G belief t−1 , the agent generates a sequence of tokens that contains multiple graph update operations as subsequences, separated by a delimiter token. Since Seq2Seq set generation models are known to learn better with a consistent output ordering (Meng et al., 2019) , we sort the ground-truth operations (e.g., always add before delete) for training.
Training GATA
We train different components of GATA with different strategies. For the action selector, we train with reinforcement learning based on reward signals from the set of training games. We use supervised teacher forcing to pre-train the graph updater and keep it frozen it while the action selector interacts with the environment. We use a similar approach for the graph encoder, exploring several graph-based pretraining tasks.
Training the Action Selector
We use Q-learning (Watkins & Dayan, 1992) to optimize the action selector on reward signals from training games. Specifically, we use Double DQN (van Hasselt et al., 2015) combined with multi-step learning (Sutton, 1988 ) and pri- Algorithm 1 Training Strategy for GATA 1: Input: games X , replay buffer B, update frequency F , patience P , tolerance τ , evaluation frequency E. 2: Initialize counters k ← 1, p ← 0, best validation score V ← 0, transition cache C, policy π, checkpoint Π. 3: for e ← 1 to NB EPISODES do 4: Sample a game x ∈ X , reset C. 5: for i ← 1 to NB STEPS do 6:
play game, push transition into C, k ← k + 1 7:
if k%F = 0 then sample batch from B, Update(π) 8:
if done then break 9: end for 10:
if average score in C > τ ⋅ average score in B then 11:
if p > P then π ← Π, p ← 0 17: else p ← p + 1 18: end for oritized experience replay (Schaul et al., 2016) . To enable GATA to scale and generalize to multiple games, we adapt standard deep Q-Learning by sampling a new game x from the set of training games X to collect an episode (see Algorithm 1, line 4), meaning that the replay buffer B contains transitions from episodes on different games.
Additionally, we report two strategies that we empirically find effective in DQN training. First, we discard the underachieving trajectories without pushing them into the replay buffer (lines 10-12). Specifically, we only push a new trajectory that has an average reward greater than τ ∈ R + 0 times the average reward for all transitions in the replay buffer. We use τ = 0.1, since it keeps around some weaker but acceptable trajectories and does not limit exploration too severely. Second, we keep track of the best performing policy Π on the validation games. During training, when GATA stops improving on validation games, we load Π back to the training policy π and resume training. After training, we report the performance of Π on test games. The overall training procedure is shown in Algorithm 1. Note these two strategies are not designed specifically for GATA; rather, we find them effective in DQN training in general.
Although we have a graph updater that can construct G belief t , we always use ground-truth KGs while training the action selector. This prevents the accumulation of errors from the graph updater, which would make the RL training unstable. Thus, G belief t is input to the selector only during evaluation.
Pre-training the Graph Encoder
We explore several self-supervised and supervised learning tasks for pre-training the action selector's graph encoder, since we consider it too difficult to learn effective encodings from reward signals alone. The pre-training methods we introduce help the graph encoder to capture effective graph embeddings and to understand generic dynamics of the games. For this purpose we use transitions collected from the FTWP dataset (as described in Section 2.2). We keep the original split of training, validation, and test sets, with difficulty levels mixed together, and use them to generate training, validation, and test sets for each of our pre-training tasks. We propose four tasks, including three classification tasks and one generation task, that are briefly described below (refer to Appendix B for details) :
Action Prediction (AP): Given G t−1 and G t , an agent is required to select A t−1 from a set of candidate actions with negative samples in it. This task trains a model to capture the inverse dynamics of the environment, since it estimates the action that causes the state transition S t−1 − → S t . This is inspired by the work of Pathak et al. (2017) ; Agrawal et al. (2016) , which shows that estimating the inverse model dynamics greatly aids multi-step decision making for visionbased RL.
State Prediction (SP): Given G t−1 and A t−1 , an agent is required to select G t from a set of candidate graphs with negative samples in it. Compared to the AP task, SP trains a model to capture the forward dynamics of the environments since it estimates the effect of an action A t−1 conditioned on the previous state S t−1 .
Deep Graph Infomax (DGI): Contrary to AP and SP, which model the dynamics of the environment, the DGI Table 2 . Statistics of games. #I: number of ingredients in a recipe; #R: number of locations in a game; S: the max score an agent can achieve; #C: the average number of action candidates at a step; #N: averaged number of nodes per game; D: averaged edge density.
task (Veličković et al., 2019) enables a model to learn graph representations at the node level. The graph encoder is trained to distinguish true node representations of a graph G from corrupted representations.
Command Generation (CG): We consider the task of generating graph update operations (described in Section 3.2) as an alternative graph representation learning method. A detailed overview of this task is provided in Section 4.3.
Training the Graph Updater
The graph updater is also trained on the collection of transitions from FTWP. Although it can be trained on-the-fly while interacting with a game, we find pre-training more effective, since we can easily leverage a more diverse set of transitions. For every transition that contains two consecutive graphs, we convert the difference between the graphs to ground-truth update operations (examples provided in Table  1 ). We use teacher forcing to train the entire Seq2Seq graph updater by optimizing the negative log-likelihood loss. During training, a right-shifted ground-truth update operation is provided as input to the decoder. Once trained in this manner, the graph updater parameters are frozen.
The graph updater provides G belief t to the action selector at every game step as GATA interacts with the game, but is not trained further during this interaction in this work. At every game step, the graph updater generates commands token-by-token until it generates an end-of-sequence token or it hits the maximum sequence length limit. Note that despite sharing similar structures, by default, no parameters are shared between the action selector and graph updater. Further details on training and validating the graph updater are provided in Appendix D.
Experiments and Analysis
In this work we conduct experiments on cooking themed text-based games (as described in Section 2.2) that we generate using TextWorld (Côté et al., 2018) . We divide the games into four subsets with one difficulty level per subset. Each subset contains 100 training games, 20 validation games, and 20 test games, which are sampled from a distribution that is determined by their difficulty level. For easier games, the recipe might only require a single ingredient, and the world is limited to a single location, whereas harder games might have a recipe requiring up to three ingredients randomly distributed across 6 locations. We provide the statistics of the games in Table 2 .
As baselines, we use our implementation of LSTM-DQN (Narasimhan et al., 2015) and LSTM-DRQN (Yuan et al., 2018), both of which use only O t as input. Note that LSTM-DRQN enables some generalization by using a recurrent neural network to condition its decisions on its memory (i.e., belief), and an episodic counting bonus to encourage exploration. This draws an interesting comparison with GATA, wherein the belief is extracted and updated dynamically, in the form of a KG. For fair comparison, we replace the LSTM-based text encoder of both LSTM-DQN and LSTM-DRQN with a transformer-based text encoder as in GATA. We denote those agents as Tr-DQN and Tr-DRQN respectively. We denote a Tr-DRQN equipped with the episodic counting bonus as Tr-DRQN+. These three text-based baselines are representative of the current topperforming neural agents on text-based games. We denote our agent that maintains and updates its belief graph (G belief )
using text observation as GATA, and the version that uses ground-truth graphs (G full or G seen ) as GATA-GT. The pretrained graph updater we use achieves 0.968 test F 1 score on the dataset described in Section 4.3. We vary our experiments along three settings and use them to answer different questions about playing text-based games with KGs. analyze the training performance of GATA-GT compared against the three text-based baselines. Note that we do not extract and update G belief when training the action selector (as described in Section 4.1). G belief is used only during testing. Figure 3 shows the agents' performance when training on 20 games for each difficulty level. We observe a clear trend where agents with graph input consistently outperform the agents without (consistent when training on 100 games as well). These results provide evidence that an RL agent can achieve better training scores and learn faster with structured input. Since the ground-truth graphs contain the full information a graph-based agent could obtain, the performance of GATA-GT sets an approximate but reasonable upper-bound for GATA (since a perfect graph updater will yield G belief = G seen ). In the following subsections, we
show GATA can achieve better generalization performance than text-only agents even when ground-truth graphs are unavailable.
Can Agents Generalize to Unseen Games?
Once trained, we report agents' performance on test games. To fairly compare with Tr-DQN, Tr-DRQN and Tr-DRQN+, GATA in this set of experiments takes only text observations as input and dynamically updates its belief graph using the graph updater described in Section 3.2. Again, we also provide GATA-GT's performance as an upper-bound to GATA.
In It is not surprising that GATA-GT performs much better when ground-truth graphs are available, especially with G full , which makes the games fully-observable. However, it is interesting to see that GATA with the belief graph can achieve performance close to its upper-bound (the model with G seen as input). We also observe that agents trained on 100 games generalize better than those trained on 20 games. This is not unexpected, but emphasizes the importance of training agents on a distribution of games rather than a single game.
From this set of experiments we conclude that KGs enable agents to train on multiple games more effectively, while agents trained on more games generalize better. In this sense, KGs help agents generalize on text-based games.
Do Pre-trained Graph Encoders Help?
We show in previous subsections that KGs help training with multiple games and generalizing to unseen games. In this subsection, we explore to what extent pre-training the graph encoder is beneficial. We provide detailed pre-training results in Appendix B.5. and use as input. Shading represents numbers that are greater than or equal to all the text-based baselines. Figure 4 shows training curves of GATA-GT when the graph encoder is initialized using the different pre-training tasks described in Section 4.2. For comparison, we provide training curves for Tr-DQN and a GATA-GT with randomly initialized graph encoders. Test scores for GATA are given in Table 4 , where we compare variants pre-trained with the different tasks. From Figure 4 and Table 4 , we observe that the AP and SP tasks generally help the most, whereas DGI and CG do not show a significant effect. The lack of gains from DGI and CG highlight the importance of using pre-training tasks that incorporate both graph structure and game dynamics (i.e., how actions affect the graphs across time steps).
Additional Results
Due to space limitations, we only report the most representative segment of our results in this section. In Appendix C we provide an exhaustive results set that includes GATA-GT's training curves, training scores, test scores, and GATA's test scores across all difficulties and pre-training settings. We also relate some additional observations we made in our attempts to solve text-based games with GATA and provide possible explanations (e.g. in what conditions does DGI work better, or why does GATA-GT with G full t perform poorly on level 1 games?). We strongly encourage readers to see the full results of our experiments.
Related Work
Dynamic KG extraction
There have been numerous recent works focused on constructing KGs to encode structured representations from raw data for various tasks. Kipf et al. (2020) propose contrastive methods to learn latent structured world models (C-SWMs) as state representations for vision-based environments. That work, however, does not focus on learn-ing policies to play games or to generalize across varying environments. Das et al. (2018) leverage a machine reading comprehension (MRC) mechanism to query for entities and states in short text passages and use a dynamic graph structure to track changing entity states. Fan et al. (2019) propose to construct local graph-structured knowledge bases in query-based open-domain NLP tasks, and to encode the graph representations by linearizing the graph into a structured input sequence. Johnson (2016) achieve good performance on the bAbI tasks (Weston et al., 2015) by constructing graphs from text data using gated graph transformer neural networks. Yang et al. (2018) learn transferrable generic latent relational graphs from raw data in an unsupervised manner. Compared to the above literature, in this work we aim to dynamically extract multi-relational KGs from partial text observations of the state, which can inform general policies.
Playing Text-based Games
Recent years have seen a host of work on and around playing text-based games. Various deep learning agents have been explored to play text-based games (Narasimhan et al., 2015; He et al., 2015; Hausknecht et al., 2019a; Zahavy et al., 2018; Jain et al., 2019; Ammanabrolu & Hausknecht, 2020; Zelinka, 2018; Yin & May, 2019a) . 2018) propose a count-based memory to explore and generalize to simple unseen text-based games. Madotto et al. (2020) use GoExplore (Ecoffet et al., 2019) with imitation learning to generalize. Adolphs & Hofmann (2019) and Yin & May (2019b) also investigate the multi-game setting. However, those methods rely either on reward shaping by heuristics, imitation learning, or rule-based features as inputs. We aim to minimize hand-crafting, so our action selector is optimized only using raw rewards from games and other components of our model are pretrained on related data. Recently Ammanabrolu & Riedl (2018) ; Ammanabrolu & Hausknecht (2020) ; Yin & May (2019b) propose to leverage a KG to play text-based games using rule-based, untrained mechanisms to construct the KGs for a deep learning system.
Conclusion
In this work, we investigated how KGs can facilitate an RL agent's learning and zero-shot generalization in textbased games. We introduce GATA, a novel neural agent that builds and leverage KGs to achieve better training and test performance compared to baseline text-based agents. GATA is able to construct and update its "belief" state as a KG, which is further used to achieve better generalization when ground-truth KGs are unavailable. We investigated four graph representation learning tasks to pre-train GATA, and we show they can further improve training and test performance on unseen games. 
A. Details of GATA Notations
In this section, we use o t to denote text observation at game step t, C t to denote a list of action candidate provided by a game, and G t to denote a KG that represents the state. Note G t can either be fully observable (G full t ), partially observable (G seen t ), or constructed and updated by the the graph updater (G belief t ).
We use L to refer to a linear transformation and L f means it is followed by a non-linear activation function f . Brackets [⋅; ⋅] denote vector concatenation. Overall structure of GATA is shown in Figure 2 .
A.1. Graph Encoder
As briefly mentioned in Section 3.1, GATA utilizes a graph encoder which is based on R-GCN (Schlichtkrull et al., 2018) .
To better leverage information from relation labels, when computing each node's representation, we also condition it on a relation representation E:
in which, l denotes the l-th layer of the R-GCN, N To further help our graph encoder to learn with multiple layers of R-GCN, we add highway connections (Srivastava et al., 2015) between layers:
where ⊙ indicates element-wise multiplication.
We use a 6-layer graph encoder, with a hidden size H of 64 in each layer. The node embedding size is 100, relation embedding size is 32. The number of bases we use is 3.
A.2. Text Encoder
We use a transformer-based text encoder, which consists of a word embedding layer and a transformer block (Vaswani et al., 2017) . Specifically, word embeddings are initialized by the 300-dimensional fastText (Mikolov et al., 2018) word vectors trained on Common Crawl (600B tokens) and kept fixed during training in all settings.
The transformer block consists of a stack of 5 convolutional layers, a self-attention layer, and a 2-layer MLP with a ReLU non-linear activation function in between. In the block, each convolutional layer has 64 filters, each kernel's size is 5. In the self-attention layer, we use a block hidden size H of 64, as well as a single head attention mechanism. Layernorm (Ba et al., 2016) is applied after each component inside the block. Following standard transformer training, we add positional encodings into each block's input.
We use the same text encoder to process text observation O t and the action candidate list C t . The resulting representations are h O t ∈ R L Ot ×H and h C t ∈ R N Ct ×L Ct ×H , where L O t is the number of tokens in O t , N C t denotes the number of action candidates provided, L C t denotes the maximum number of tokens in C t , and H = 64 is the hidden size.
A.3. Representation Aggregator
The representation aggregator aims to combine the text observation representations and graph representations together. Therefore this module is activated only when both the text observation O t and the graph input G t are provided. In cases where either of them is absent, for instance, when training the agent with only G seen information, the aggregator will be deactivated and the graph representation will be directly fed into the scorer.
For simplicity, we omit the subscript t denoting game step in this subsection. At any game step, the graph encoder processes graph input G, and generates the graph representation h G ∈ R N G ×H . We adopt a standard representation aggregation method from question answering literature (Yu et al., 2018) to combine the two representations using attention mechanism.
Specifically, the aggregator first uses an MLP to convert both h G and h O into the same space, the resulting tensors are denoted as h 
where W is trainable parameters in the trilinear function. By applying the above computation for each pair of h
Softmax of the similarity matrix S along both dimensions (number of nodes N G and number of tokens L O ) are computed, producing S G and S O . The information contained in the two representations are then aggregated by:
where h OG ∈ R L O ×4H is the aggregated observation representation, each token in text is represented by the weighted sum of graph representations. Similarly, the aggregated graph representation h GO ∈ R N G ×4H can also be obtained, where each node in the graph is represented by the weighted sum of text representations. Finally, a linear transformation projects the two aggregated representations to a space with size H of 64:
A.4. Scorer
The scorer consists of a self-attention layer, a masked mean pooling layer, and a two-layer MLP. As shown in Figure 2 and described above, the input to the scorer is the action candidate representation h C t , and one of the following game state representation:
if only text observation is available, this degrades GATA to a Tr-DQN,
First, a self-attention is applied to the game state representation s t , producingŝ t . If s t includes graph representations, this self-attention mechanism will reinforce the connection between each node and its related nodes. Similarly, if s t includes text representation, the self-attention mechanism strengthens the connection between each token and other related tokens. Further, masked mean pooling is applied to the self-attended state representationŝ t and the action candidate representation h C t , this results in a state representation vector and a list of action candidate representation vectors. We then concatenate the resulting vectors and feed them into a 2-layer MLP with a ReLU non-linear activation function in between. The second MLP layer has an output dimension of 1, after squeezing the last dimension, the resulting vector is of size N C t , which is the number of action candidates provided at game step t. We use this vector as the score of each action candidate.
A.5. Command Generator
The command generator is a transformer-based decoder, it consists of a word embedding layer, a transformer block, and a projection layer.
Similar to the text encoder, the embedding layer is frozen after initializing with the pre-trained fastText word embeddings. Inside the transformer block, there is one self attention layer, two attention layers and a 3-layer MLP with ReLU non-linear activation functions in between. Taking word embedding vectors and the two aggregated representations produced by the representation aggregator as input, the self-attention layer first generates a contextual encoding vectors for the words. These vectors are then fed into the two attention layers to compute attention with graph representations and text observation representations respectively. The two resulting vectors are thus concatenated, and they are fed into the 3-layer MLP. The block hidden size of this transformer is H = 64.
Finally, the output of the transformer block is fed into the projection layer, which is a linear transformation with output size same as the vocabulary size. The resulting logits are then normalized by a softmax to generate a probability distribution over all words in vocabulary.
During training we utilize the training method of teacher forcing. Specifically, for each step in the sequence generation process, we use the ground-truth target token at previous step as the input. This is in contrast to the "free generation" mode we use during evaluation, where the decoder uses its previously generated token as the input to the model.
Following common practice, we also use a mask to prevent the decoder transformer to access "future" information during training.
B. Details of Pre-training Tasks and Models
In this section, we start with providing details of the pre-training tasks proposed in Section 4.2 and their corresponding models, and then show these models' performance for each of the tasks.
Although some of the following pre-training models share certain parts of model structures with GATA, we only load the pre-trained graph encoder in all the experiments for fair comparison purposes.
As mentioned in Section 4.2, we use a collection of transitions of the FTWP games to carry out the pre-training.
B.1. Action Prediction (AP)
Given a transition (G t−1 , O t−1 , C t−1 , A t−1 , G t , O t , r t−1 ) (as defined in Section 2.1), we use A t−1 as positive example and use all other action candidates in C t−1 as negative examples. A model is required to identify A t−1 amongst all action candidates given two consecutive graphs G t−1 and G t . We use a model with similar structure and components as the action selector of GATA. As illustrated in Figure 5 , the graph encoder first converts the two input graphs G t−1 and G t into hidden representations, the representation aggregator combines them using attention mechanism. The list of action candidates (which includes A t−1 and all negative examples) are fed into the text encoder to generate action candidate representations. The scorer thus takes these representations and the aggregated graph representations as input, and it outputs a ranking over all action candidates.
In order to achieve good performance in this setting, the bi-directional attention between G t−1 and G t in the representation aggregator needs to effectively determine the difference between the two sparse graphs. To achieve that, the graph encoder has to extract useful information since often the difference between G t−1 and G t is minute (e.g., before and after taking an apple from the table, the only change is the location of the apple). 
B.2. State Prediction (SP)
Given a transition
, we use G t as positive example and gather a set of game states by issuing all other actions in C t−1 except A t−1 . We use the set of graphs representing the resulting game states as negative samples. In this task, a model is required to identify G t amongst all graph candidates GC t given the previous graph G t−1 and the action taken A t−1 .
As shown in Figure 6 , a similar model is used to train both the SP and AP tasks. Given a transition
, we map the graph G t into its node embedding space. The node embedding vectors of G t is denoted as H. We randomly shuffle some of the node embedding vectors to construct a "corrupted" version of the node representations, denoted asH.
Given node representations
where N is the number of vertices in the graph, a model is required to discriminate between the original and corrupted representations of nodes. As shown in Figure 7 , the model is composed of a graph encoder and a discriminator. Specifically, following (Veličković et al., 2019) , we utilize a noise-contrastive objective with a binary cross-entropy (BCE) loss between the samples from the joint (positive examples) and the product of marginals (negative examples). To enable the discriminator to discriminate between G t and the negative samples, the graph encoder must learn useful graph representations at both global and local level.
B.4. Command Generation (CG)
Graph Encoder The command generation model is exactly the graph updater in GATA. Although both share the same encoder-aggregator topology, the encoders in the graph updater and in the action selector have very different objectives. In order to generate the graph update operation ∆g t , which describes the difference between two consecutive game states, the graph encoder is required to generate proper graph representations that are easily used to determine the difference between the graph and text representations. On the other hand, the graph encoder in action selector is required to generate representations that helps to determine the common information in graph and text.
Despite having different objectives, the graph encoder trained with command generation task should regardless provide strong representations. This hypothesis somewhat aligns with the observation (shown in Table 6 ) that during training, GATA initialized with graph encoder pre-trained on CG generally performs better when only graph input is available, compared to using both graph and text observation as input. It is even one of the graph pre-training methods that helps the most during training. However, from Table 7 we do not see the same pattern, where GATA initialized with CG perform significantly worse than the other pre-training methods. This suggests that as a graph representation pre-training task, the CG task provides less generalizability compare to the others.
B.5. Performance on Pre-training Tasks
We provide test performance of all the four models described above for graph representation learning. We fine-tune the models on validation set and report their performance on test set.
Additionally, as mentioned in Section 3.1 and Appendix A, we adapt the original R-GCN to condition the graph representation on additional information contained by the relation labels. We show an ablation study for this in Table 5 , where R-GCN denotes the original R-GCN (Schlichtkrull et al., 2018) and R-GCN w/ R-Emb denotes our version that considers relation labels.
Note, as mentioned in previous sections, the dataset to train, valid and test these four pre-training tasks are extracted from the FTWP dataset. There exist unseen nodes (ingredients in recipe) in the validation and test sets of FTWP, it requires strong generalizability to get decent performance on these datasets.
From Table 5 , we show the relation label representation significantly boosts the generalization performance on these datasets. Compared to AP and SP, where relation label information has significant effect, both models perform near perfectly on the DGI task. This suggests the corruption function we consider in this work is too simple. Table 5 . Test performance of models on all pre-training tasks.
C. More Results
C.1. Training Curves
We report GATA's and text-based baselines' training curves in all setting and all pre-training strategies. Figure 9 shows the settings where we load-and-freeze the pre-trained graph encoder. Figure 10 shows the settings where we load-and-fine-tune the pre-trained graph encoder. Learning Dynamic Knowledge Graphs to Generalize on Text-based Games Learning Dynamic Knowledge Graphs to Generalize on Text-based Games
C.2. Training Scores
In Table 6 we provide all agents' max training scores, each score is averaged over 3 random seeds. All scores are normalized. Note as described in Section 4.1, we use ground-truth KGs to train the action selector, G belief is only used during evaluation. 
C.3. Test Results
In Table 7 we provide the text-based baselines and GATA-GT's test scores. In Table 8 we provide the text-based baselines and GATA's test scores. We report agents' test score corresponding to their best validation scores. 
C.4. Other Remarks
Fine-tuning graph encoder helps. For all experiment settings, we also compare between freezing vs. fine-tuning the graph encoder in the action selector after loading pre-trained parameters. The initial rationale behind is, it is possible the graph encoder has been pre-trained enough, and by freezing the parameters we can effectively reduce the number of parameters to be optimized with RL signal. However, we see consistent trends that fine-tuning graph encoder can always provide better performance during both training and testing (Tables 6, 7, 8) .
Fine-tuning graph updater helps. We also investigate whether fine-tuning the graph updater helps. We observe minor improvement (Tables 6, 7, 8) . During the pre-training of graph updater, we use transitions extracted from the FTWP games with mixed difficulty levels, whereas we train and test action selector on different difficulty levels separately. Therefore, this fine-tuning may enable the graph updater to adapt to the new game distributions by learning useful task specific information (e.g., in level 1 games there is only a single location, the graph updater can focus less on graph updates for navigation).
DGI works better together with text. We observe that during zero-shot testing, GATA initialized with DGI often works significantly better when text observation is jointly used with the graph as input to the action selector. We suspect this is related to the special properties of the DGI pre-training task since it is the only task without involving text information. Different from the DGI pre-training task, when playing text-based games, an agent's decision making process is conditioned on the representations of action candidates. Thus, pre-training tasks other than DGI may have learned to generate graph representations that are easier to integrate with text representations since they all have text information involved.
Text input helps more when graphs are imperfect. We observe clear trends that for GATA-GT, using text together with graph as input does not provide obvious performance increase. Instead, GATA-GT often show better performance when text observation input is disabled. Although, as mentioned in Section 2.1, when the graph updater is perfect, G belief = G seen .
However, practically, the graph updater might generate wrong connections or overlook certain state changes. Under such circumstances, we expect the text observation input to be more useful. Results shown in Table 8 support our hypothesis, where when GATA uses the (sometimes imperfect) G belief extracted and updated by itself, the text observation input can provide a boost compared to only using G belief .
What happened on level 1 games? On level 1 games, we observe that GATA-GT with G full sometimes perform worse compare to the other agents, even the text-based baselines. As shown in Table 2 , level 1 games have only a single location. This makes both O t and G seen very close to G full (the only difference might be information described in the recipe, which an agent needs to read). Moreover, recipes in level 1 games only require a single ingredient to be processed, this is relatively easier for an agent to gather knowledge by exhausting the environment (i.e., in such case, a text-based agent may abuse the simpleness of level 1 games and learn a brute force policy). We suspect this is due to different properties between text and graph input modalities. Text is abstractive and uncertain, however it is easier to distinguish between different pieces of text. In contrast, graphs represents knowledge in a more certain way, but the difference between similar graphs is relatively harder to capture. When an environment is simple, optimization methods such as deep Q-Learning can easily learn by memorising input-action pairs after actions are randomly explored. In this case, input modalities that are more distinguishable might be easier to be "learned". However, in harder games, where an accurate representation of the world is required (i.e., level 2, 3, 4), graph inputs show significant advantage compared to text.
C.5. Future Directions
Better Policies We show that GATA can achieve a generalization performance close to GATA-GT with G seen . This suggests the proposed graph extracting and updating method is providing high quality graph inputs to our agent. However, on most settings, we observe huge gap between GATA with GATA-GT with G full . This is because GATA's performance still relies heavily on its policies. Although the extracted KGs almost helps GATA to achieve the upper-bound information it can obtain from experienced moves, it remains difficult when GATA cannot visit informative locations. One interesting direction is to develop a mechanism to encourage exploration which conditions on the maintained KG.
Better Representation Learning Methods In this work, we show four different graph representation learning methods, in which AP and SP constantly help GATA to achieve better performance and generalization. More work can be explored along this line. For instance, we observe a graph encoder performs worse when pre-trained on the DGI task, this may because its pre-training process does not involve the synergy between graph representations and text representations. It would be interesting to consider contrastive predictive representation learning tasks across modalities.
D. Implementation Details
In Appendix A, we have introduced hyperparameters regarding model structures. In this section, we provide hyperparameters we used in training and optimizing.
In all experiments, we use Rectified Adam (Liu et al., 2019) as the step rule for optimization, The learning rate is set to 0.001. We clip gradient norm of 5.
D.1. Action Selector
We use a prioritized replay buffer with memory size of 500,000, and a priority fraction of 0.6. During playing the game, we use batch size of 1. We use -greedy, where the value of anneals from 1.0 to 0.1 within 20,000 episodes. We start updating parameters after 100 episodes of playing. We update our network after every 50 game steps (update frequency F in Algorithm 1). During update, we use a mini-batch of size 64. We use a discount γ = 0.9. We update target network after every 500 episodes. For multi-step learning, we sample the multi-step return n ∼ Uniform [1, 3] . We refer readers to Hessel et al. (2017) for more information about different components of DQN training.
In our implementation of Tr-DRQN and Tr-DRQN+ baselines, following Yuan et al. (2018), we sample a sequence of transitions of length 8, use the first 4 transitions to estimate reasonable recurrent states and use the last for to update. For counting bonus, we use a γ c = 0.5, the bonus is scaled by an coefficient λ c = 0.1.
For all experiment settings, we train agents for 100,000 episodes (NB EPISODES in Algorithm 1). For each game, we set maximum step of 50 (NB STEPS in Algorithm 1). When an agent has used up all its moves, the game is forced to terminate. We evaluate them after every 1,000 episodes (evaluation frequency E in Algorithm 1). Patience P and tolerance τ in Algorithm 1 are 3 and 0.1, respectively. The agents are implemented using PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2017) . The training process of every agent takes approximately 2 days on a single NVIDIA P100 GPU.
D.2. Graph Updater
During training, we use a batch size of 128. During evaluation, we set the maximum number of tokens to be 100. Specifically, the graph updater starts from a special token ⟨begin-of-sequence⟩ and uses the generated token at previous step as the input to the transformer decoder, until generating another special token ⟨end-of-sequence⟩ or exhausting the maximum number of tokens. The convergence takes approximately 2 days on a single NVIDIA P100 GPU.
D.3. Pre-training Graph Encoder
To fit the needs of different experimental settings in Section 5, we train the following 7 different models. 1. AP with G full : batch size is 256, the convergence takes approximately 2 days on a single NVIDIA P40 GPU.
2. AP with G seen : batch size is 256, the convergence takes approximately 2 days on a single NVIDIA P40 GPU.
3. SP with G full : batch size is 48, the convergence takes approximately 5 days on a single NVIDIA P40 GPU.
4. SP with G seen : batch size is 48, the convergence takes approximately 5 days on a single NVIDIA P40 GPU.
5. DGI with G full : batch size is 256, the convergence takes approximately a day on a single NVIDIA P40 GPU.
6. DGI with G seen : batch size is 256, the convergence takes approximately a day on a single NVIDIA P40 GPU.
7. CG with G seen : batch size is 128, the convergence takes approximately 2 days on a single NVIDIA P40 GPU.
Note there is no CG pre-training on G full , because for fully observed graphs, all the information is already given. Maintaining such graph only involves a few operations (e.g., if a player moves to a new location, the graph should only update the player's location information, rather than all information about the new location), thus the resulting task may be trivial.
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E. Extracting Ground-truth Graphs from TextWorld Games
Under the hood, TextWorld relies on predicate logic to handle the game dynamics. Therefore, the underlying game state consists of a set of predicates, and logic rules (i.e. actions) can be applied to update them. TextWorld's API allows us to obtain such underlying state S t at a given game step t for any games generated by the framework. We leverage S t to extract both G full t and G seen t . Figure 11 shows an example of consecutive G seen t as the agent explores the environment of a level-4 game. Figure 12 shows the G full extracted from the same game. after go south that leads to the kitchen which contains many objects. Figure 11 . A sequence of G seen extracted after issuing three consecutive actions in a level-4 game. Figure 12 . G full at the start of a level-4 game.
